FIRST MESA CONSOLIDATED VILLAGES

EMERGENCY ACTION PLAN

1. Authority: First Mesa Consolidated Villages is one of the villages included in the Constitution and By-laws as a Self-Governing Village remaining under the Hopi Traditional Governance. This self-governance provides for full authorities and responsibilities for the general welfare of its Village Members. The Hopi Tribal Council is designated as only the government to government representative thru its Village Tribal Council Representatives.

2. Purpose: This Emergency Action Plan is to provide for the organized structure to make assessments, prepare plan of operation, identify resources (including funds), remedy obstacles and/or challenges, inventory supplies and buildings and assignment of village staff.

3. Executive Summary: This plan is to provide for an organized structure to allow the plan to be implemented effectively and efficiently. The plan is also intended to allow for the justified use of resources and to accomplish immediate remedy to the challenges. Today, we are faced with a challenged from the growing spread of the coronavirus disease (COVID-19). President Trump has declared a State of National Emergency and released 50 billion dollars to combat this virus. Remaining a Hopi Village since time immemorial, this world wide disease is a serious threat to our Hopi People. This plan is to develop and implement immediate response to provide for the protection and treatment of those that become exposed to the virus. We are completely surrounded by the State of Arizona and the Navajo Nation and we must attempt to work in cooperation to protect our Village from exposure to the virus.

4. Applicability and Scope:

Team Leader: Ivan Sidney 928-205-5504
Logistics and Supplies: Brannon Sidney 928-266-7809
Water: Alfonso Sakeva, Jr. 928-326-0703
Staff Support: Sharon Grover and Meredith Qotswisiwma
Buildings: Administrative Office Building, Community Center & Ponsi
5. Essential Functions:

a. Within responsibility and authority of FMCV

- Computer Classroom space for college students
- Building space for virus testing and possible treatment.
- Security Services to monitor non-village members
- Informational response to village members
- Coordination with Navajo County Emergency Services Office.
- Communications with FMCV Tribal Council Representatives.
- Closure of Village
- Priority of Water Operations
- Close direct contact with FMCV Office
- No social gathering of 25 or more people.

b. Requires cooperation and partnership

- Identification and Distribution of possible medical supplies.
- Work with Tribal CHR Services to monitor Elderly.
- Determine the treatment, testing and readiness of the Indian Health Service.
- Evaluate all Tribal, Federal, Private and especially schools within the jurisdiction of FMCV.
- Self-quarantine
- Request Assistance from Navajo County

6. Plan Evaluations: This operational Plan will be subject to an evaluation to identify its strengths and well as overall weakness. Outside emergency services will be requested to participate in this evaluation. However, without the technical assistance and leadership of the Hopi Tribal Emergency Services, we are limited with resources and technical support for the development and execution of this plan.